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Collateral Ventilation Effect After Endoscopic Recanalization of
Malignant Stenosis
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This case shows that CV can improve the effect of endoscopic
recanalization, and its routine assessment in addition to standard
exams may be useful, when an intervention for opening up airways is scheduled. However, the presence of incomplete fissure
cannot always predict CV effect. Yet, it remains unclear whether the
ventilation of a lobe with obstruction of the bronchus really adds
functional benefits. Thus, the decision to reopen up or not airways
cannot be made only in relation to the results of CV assessment.
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Collateral Ventilation (CV) is defined as the ventilation of alveoli
via pathways that bypass normal airways.1 Herein, we reported
the positive effects of CV through incomplete fissure in a patient
undergoing endoscopic treatment of malignant stenosis.
A 57 year-old man underwent endoscopic recanalization of
main and left lower bronchus for a malignant stenosis by rigid
bronchoscope. A fully covered stent was placed from the main
bronchus to the lower bronchus to prevent tumor re-growth. Chest
Computed Tomography (CT) scan performed two days later discovered complete re-expansion of the lung, despite the obstruction of
upper bronchus (Video 1). This evidence was likely explained by
CV through incomplete fissure, as demonstrated by retrospective
quantitative analysis of fissure integrity.2
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Appendix A. Supplementary data
Supplementary data associated with this article can be found, in
the online version, at doi:10.1016/j.arbres.2022.04.006.
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